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How would we detect 
dark matter directly?
Dark matter would have been produced in the 
early Universe, hence it must be everywhere. 
Moving through the galaxy together with the 
Sun, the Earth is in a WIMP headwind, hence 
the WIMPs come to us. We just have to catch 
them in a detector – XENONnT.

WIMP interactions will be exceedingly 
rare, as they mostly pass through 
matter unaffected. We will only see 
them if we shield our experiment 
from cosmic rays and external 
radioactivity. Detectors are: 
• Deep underground. 
• Quiet, i.e. intrinsically radiopure. 
• As big as possible. 
• Sensitive to single photons.

We aim to measure the tiny 
amount of energy from a WIMP interaction with an 
atomic nucleus. If we do not observe any events, the 
interaction strength is lower than the sensitivity of 
our detector. In this case we can set an upper limit.
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Fig. 1.— Shown above in the top panel is a color image from the Magellan images of the merging cluster 1E0657!558, with the white
bar indicating 200 kpc at the distance of the cluster. In the bottom panel is a 500 ks Chandra image of the cluster. Shown in green contours
in both panels are the weak lensing ! reconstruction with the outer contour level at ! = 0.16 and increasing in steps of 0.07. The white
contours show the errors on the positions of the ! peaks and correspond to 68.3%, 95.5%, and 99.7% confidence levels. The blue +s show
the location of the centers used to measure the masses of the plasma clouds in Table 2.

nated by collisionless dark matter, the potential will trace
the distribution of that component, which is expected
to be spatially coincident with the collisionless galax-
ies. Thus, by deriving a map of the gravitational po-
tential, one can discriminate between these possibilities.
We published an initial attempt at this using an archival
VLT image (Clowe et al. 2004); here we add three addi-
tional optical image sets which allows us to increase the
significance of the weak lensing results by more than a
factor of 3.

In this paper, we measure distances at the redshift of
the cluster, z = 0.296, by assuming an !m = 0.3, ! =
0.7, H0 = 70km/s/Mpc cosmology which results in 4.413
kpc/!! plate-scale. None of the results of this paper are
dependent on this assumption; changing the assumed
cosmology will result in a change of the distances and
absolute masses measured, but the relative masses of
the various structures in each measurement remain un-
changed.

2. METHODOLOGY AND DATA

We construct a map of the gravitational poten-
tial using weak gravitational lensing (Mellier 1999;
Bartelmann & Schneider 2001), which measures the dis-
tortions of images of background galaxies caused by the
gravitational deflection of light by the cluster’s mass.
This deflection stretches the image of the galaxy pref-
erentially in the direction perpendicular to that of the
cluster’s center of mass. The imparted ellipticity is typi-
cally comparable to or smaller than that intrinsic to the
galaxy, and thus the distortion is only measurable statis-
tically with large numbers of background galaxies. To do
this measurement, we detect faint galaxies on deep op-
tical images and calculate an ellipticity from the second
moment of their surface brightness distribution, correct-
ing the ellipticity for smearing by the point spread func-
tion (corrections for both anisotropies and smearing are
obtained using an implementation of the KSB technique
(Kaiser et al. 1995) discussed in Clowe et al. (2006)).
The corrected ellipticities are a direct, but noisy, mea-
surement of the reduced shear "g = "#/(1 ! $). The shear
"# is the amount of anisotropic stretching of the galaxy
image. The convergence $ is the shape-independent in-
crease in the size of the galaxy image. In Newtonian

gravity, $ is equal to the surface mass density of the lens
divided by a scaling constant. In non-standard gravity
models, $ is no longer linearly related to the surface den-
sity but is instead a non-local function that scales as the
mass raised to a power less than one for a planar lens,
reaching the limit of one half for constant acceleration
(Mortlock & Turner 2001; Zhao et al. 2006). While one
can no longer directly obtain a map of the surface mass
density using the distribution of $ in non-standard grav-
ity models, the locations of the $ peaks, after adjusting
for the extended wings, correspond to the locations of
the surface mass density peaks.

Our goal is thus to obtain a map of $. One can combine
derivatives of "g to obtain (Schneider 1995; Kaiser 1995)
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which is integrated over the data field and converted into
a two-dimensional map of $. The observationally un-
constrained constant of integration, typically referred to
as the “mass-sheet degeneracy,” is e"ectively the true
mean of ln(1!$) at the edge of the reconstruction. This
method does, however, systematically underestimate $
in the cores of massive clusters. This results in a slight
increase to the centroiding errors of the peaks, and our
measurements of $ in the peaks of the components are
only lower bounds.

For 1E0657!558, we have accumulated an exception-
ally rich optical dataset, which we will use here to mea-
sure "g. It consists of the four sets of optical images shown
in Table 1 and the VLT image set used in Clowe et al.
(2004); the additional images significantly increase the
maximum resolution obtainable in the $ reconstructions
due to the increased number of background galaxies,
particularly in the area covered by the ACS images,
with which we measure the reduced shear. We reduce
each image set independently and create galaxy cata-
logs with 3 passband photometry. The one exception
is the single passband HST pointing of main cluster,
for which we measure colors from the Magellan images.
Because it is not feasible to measure redshifts for all
galaxies in the field, we select likely background galax-
ies using magnitude and color cuts (m814 > 22 and not
in the rhombus defined by 0.5 < m606 ! m814 < 1.5,
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Figure 4. Illustration of the Sun-Earth system moving around the galactic center
and through the dark matter halo in the direction of the constellation Cygnus. The
varying vector addition of the velocities over the course of a year is expected to induce
a modulating dark matter signature.

The modulated part of the signal Sm is rather small, O(v�/vc) ⇠ 5%, and most of

the signal is unmodulated S0. The same is expected for detector-related backgrounds

B, which are typically much larger than S0. However, it is known that some possible

background sources also show a seasonal modulation, e.g., the atmospheric neutrino flux

depends on the temperature-dependent density of the atmosphere [49]. Modifications

to the simple dark matter distribution model, e.g., dark matter streams etc., would

significantly alter the expected signal and while astrophysical uncertainties of the

local dark matter distribution have generally a rather small impact for “standard”

direct detection experiments, they get more significant for such annual modulation

searches [50]. A detection of dark matter based solely on the modulation signature

is only possible in a statistical way, i.e., O(104) signal events are required.

An even stronger dark matter-specific signature that can be used to reduce

background events is to exploit the fact that ~vc ⇡ ~v� points at a specific direction

in the sky, towards the constellation of Cygnus. Thus the “WIMP wind” is expected

to come from this region of the sky. The di↵erential recoil rate depends on the angle �

between the direction of the WIMP and the direction of the nuclear recoil measured in

the frame of the galaxy,

d2R

dEnr d�
/ exp


2(v� cos�� vmin)2

3v2�

�
, (11)

and is sharply peaked towards the Sun’s direction of motion. The Earth’s daily

rotation thus constantly changes the signal direction observed in a detector. vmin was

defined in Eq.(6). As most backgrounds are expected to be uniformly distributed, or

XENONnT is a dual-phase time 
projection chamber: filled with liquid 
xenon and a thin gas layer at the top. 
An energy deposition from a particle 
produces a prompt light (S1) and a 
delayed charge (S2) signal. These are 
measured with photomultipler tubes. 
From S1 and S2 we reconstruct the 
position, energy and type of the 
interaction.

Three nested detectors: 
• The water tank contains 700 t of 

ultrapure water and doubles as a 
muon veto with 84 PMTs. 

• An optically separate volume 
with 120 PMTs checks if neutrons 
escape the TPC. For this we will 
add Gadolinium salt to the water 

• The TPC sits at the center of this 
assembly with its calibration 
systems that allow us to deploy 
radioactive sources.

The XENONnT TPC: 
• 5.9 tonnes of xenon. 
• 494 PMTs in two hexagonal arrays. 
• PTFE reflectors. 
• Two sets of concentric 

field-shaping rings. 
• Wire electrodes for 

applying electric fields.

Where do we go 
from here?

Radon distillation: 
• Radon is continuously 

emanated from all 
materials. 

• I t i s re m ove d b y 
cryogenic distillation. 

• Lowest ever radon 
b a c k g r o u n d i n a 
xenon TPC: 2 µBq/kg.

Liquid xenon purification: 
• Loss of S2 electrons by 

their attachment to 
impurities in xenon. 

• Usually, experiments 
purify the xenon gas, 
but this is slow. 

• Purify the liquid directly 
with 350 kg per hour. 

• Achieve more than 90 
% survival probability 
for electrons from the 
bottom of the detector.

• Discover WIMPs or improve existing 
limits by a factor 10. 

• Check for solar axions or axion-like 
particles. 

• Conduct other physics searches such 
as for neutrinoless double-β decay, 
nucleon disappearance, …

DARWIN: 
• Scale up the detector to a total of 50 t xenon mass. 
• Reduce backgrounds further such that neutrinos 

become the dominant and irreducible background.
Laboratori Nazionali 
del Gran Sasso is 
XENONnT’s home.

The underground lab and 
water tank shield most 
external radiation.

Neutrinos and 
WIMPs can reach 
the inner detector 
from the outside.

We check every screw for 
radioactivity before 
building the detector.

Evidence can be 
found in the 
collision of galaxy 
clusters or in the 
echo of the Big Bang, the cosmic 
microwave background.

At some point 
neutrinos start to 
mimic WIMP signals! ν

The position 
reconstruction 
allows us to 
use the outer 
layers of the 
detector as its 
own radiation 
shield.

Neutrons can be 
produced from 
muons or 
radioactive decays. 
They mimic WIMP 
signals in the TPC 
and exit the 
detector afterwards. 
These neutrons are 
captured 
and 
identified 
in the 
neutron veto.

The muon 
veto sees 
muons 
hitting the 
detector by their 
Cherenkov light.

By distillation 
we also reach 
sub-ppt (10-12) 
levels of 
krypton.

How does XENONnT 
work?

What is dark 
matter?

Nobody knows! Nobody has ever measured it 
directly! We have only seen its gravitational effects.

It could be: 
• Massive. 
• Non-relativistic. 
• Neutral and weakly 

interacting.

Candidates are new fundamental particles such as 
axions or WIMPs (Weakly Interacting Massive 
Particles).
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